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Fruit Ridge Notes
from Ron Reister
C.C.A.

Greetings ..... Hope Your Saturday Morning is Proceeding
Nicely ....
Some Timely Reminders.....
****Clarification... Yes, The other day I mentioned SAver was like $12Ac...??? I was wrong. My mention yesterday is correct .... $24.88-Gal
makes it $6.22 - Qt... I think 40 oz-Ac. is the best rate.... Thats $7.78-perAcre.... Wow...Huge Bargain.
****Remember....Exilis 6BA-Thinner....Thins much better & harder
and much more Fruit comes off, when you get Highs in the 80's*F ...
****Exilis 9.5SC comes in a cool little 4 x Qt.Case.... And is 5 Times
more stronger than Maxcel or our old ExilisPlus .....
****When we get towards P.Fall....our 15-18-25 GWA doesn't get
as thorough coverage as we do at T.Cluster.... And remember that, for
more thorough Coverage, Slowing Down is sometimes a bigger part of the
solution than is more Water/GWA....
****Adding InSpray-90 to Your Chem-Thinner-Tank will usually
increase Uptake and Thinning Response. I really think its the thing to do
for several reasons...?? But ....If you have never used a SpreaderPenetrator-Adjuvant with your Thinning Efforts...??? I'd certainly skip
it.... If what you're doing is working, don't try to fix it.
****Alicandro Tells us that sometimes when a ''Predictive-BlossomBlight-Infection-Model''' is telling us not to Spray...?? We actually really
need to be sprayin.....In those HiDollar Blocks with a F.Blight-History.
****It'll be Awhile ....For all Bloom to get really finished in Apples
and Pears.... Several Guys are already reminding me how they have been
caught in years past by unprotected ''Rag-Tag-Bloom''
****Remember ...Most Experts now believe that higher Rates-Acre
will deliver higher-Thinning-Response when you're using Carbaryl or
6BA or NAA.... All 3 .... For a long long time we didnt really think there
was much diff between a pint of Sevin or a Qt. of Sevin.....??? Now there's
plenty of evidence showing the difference...
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****Yes....all of the 'N.A.A.'Products are still all keeping it easy
for all of us.... 4 oz. in 100 gal.water = 10 ppm....
It goes way way back to the Ol' 500 gal.Tanks...When they first
came with those 20 oz.Tubes of Fruitone N... 1 of those in a Tank
was 10 ppm.....
So...Pomoxa and FruitoneN ...Our Refine 3.5WSG ....Fruitone L....
All are oz-to-oz-to-oz-the same strength ...
Our Refine comes in a 20 oz.Canister.... In 500 Ga. delivers 10
ppm... In a 400 ga.Tank delivers 12.5 ppm.... In a 300
Ga.Tank...?? You get 16.67 ppm ...Measure carefully.
****Geo Sundin says that.... '''...application of OxiDate 2.0
resulted in a complete clearing of the flower stigma niche of
culturable bacteria and fungi within 4 hours, in each of the 3 years
this experiment was conducted.'''
I sent you all that Research Review yesterday .... Kinda cool
....
-Have a Blessed - Fun - Safe - WeekEnd.....r
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